CLASS – XI

PORTION FOR HALF YEARLY-2017-18

ENGLISH:- 1. Snapshots (Supplementary reader) Chapter 1, 2, 3, 4, 8
2. Hornbill (Literature –Prose & Poetry)
   Chapter 1, 2, 3 (prose), Photograph ; and the voice of the rain (Poetry)
3. The Canterville ghost: (Novel) – Chapter 1 to 14

II Grammar Topics – Tense, Determiners, Errors/Omissions, Modals, Active Passive.

III Writing – Speech Writing , Advertisement, Notice, Poster making, Article Writing, (Letter Writing (Letter to editor, Placing an order , Application for Job.)

MATHEMATICS:- Chapter:- 1 to 8 (NCERT)

BIOLOGY:- Chapter:- 1 to 8 (NCERT)

ACCOUNTS:- Chapter:- 1 to 14 (Except chapter – 5)

GEOGRAPHY:- BOOK – 1 CHAPTER 1 , BOOK – 2 CHAPTER 1, 2 & 3 (INCLUDING MAPS)

PHYSICS:- Basic Mathematics, Vectors, Motion and straight line, Projectile motion, Newton’s laws of motion, Gravitation

ECONOMICS :-Chapter 1 to 4 in Indian Economy

CHEMISTRY:- NCERT TEXT BOOK , Chapter 1- Some Basic concepts in Chemistry , Chapter 2- Structure of atom, Chapter 3- Classification of element and periodicity in properties , Chapter 4- Chemical Bonding and molecular Structure , Chapter 5-States of matter- Gases and Liquids, Chapter 8-redox Reaction ,Chapter 14- Environmental chemistry.

BUSINESS STUDIES :- Chapter 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 till studied

HISTORY:- Chapter :- 1, 2, 3, 4

POLITICAL SCIENCE:- Book-1 Political Theory :- Chapter 1, 2 Book-2 Indian Constitution at work :- Chapter 1, 2 & 3

PHYSICAL EDUCATION:- Unit 1 to 6

COMPUTER SCIENCE :- CHAPTER 1 TO 4 I.P :- CHAPTER 1 TO 3

CLASS - XII

PORTION FOR HALF YEARLY-2017-18

ENGLISH:- 1. Flamingo (Prose/Poetry) Prose – Chapter :-1, 2, 3, 4, 5
   Poetry:-a) My mother at sixty six ; b) An elementary school classroom in a slum; c) Aunt Jennifer’s tigers.
2. Vistas :- (Supplementary reader) Chapter :- a) The Tiger king; b) The Enemy ; c) Should wizard hit mommy; d) On the face of it.
   Writing :- Notice ; Invitation (acceptance/refusal), Advertisement; Speech writing ; Article writing ; Letter to editor; Job Application with resume, placing an order , report writing.

MATHEMATICS:- Chapter 1 to 7 (NCERT)

BIOLOGY:- Chapter:- 1 to 10 (NCERT)

ACCOUNTS:- Chapter:- 1 to 5

GEOGRAPHY:- PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY:- CHAPTER 1, 2 & 3 , HUMAN GEOGRAPHY:- CHAPTER 1, 2 & 3 (INCLUDING MAPS)

PHYSICS:- Electrostatics, Potential and Capacitance, Current Electricity, Magnetic effects of Current, Magnetism, Electromagnetic induction & A/C

ECONOMICS MICROECONOMICS :-Full Micro Economics.

POLITICAL SCIENCE:- Part I- Chapter 1 to 4

CHEMISTRY:- (Solid State, Solutions , Electrochemistry, Chemical-kinetics, Surface-Chemistry)NCERT PART - I,
   (Polymers, Chemistry in Everyday Life, Bio molecules)NCERT PART - II

BUSINESS STUDIES:- Chapter 1 to 8

HISTORY: -BOOK 1– Chapter 1, 2, 3, 4

PHYSICAL EDUCATION:- Unit 1 to 6.

COMPUTER SCIENCE : CHAPTER 1 TO 5 , I.P :- CHAPTER 1 TO 5